In the coming weeks, Library and Information Services at Westminster College is planning on rolling out a new printing option for the student body. The option, referred to as mobility printing, will allow members of the student body to print to any of the newly installed multifunctional printers/copiers from a personal device owned by the student. The "bring your own device" nature of the new printing arrangements will allow for quick and secure printing from any location on campus.

Currently, campus printers can be reached via computers that are linked to the school's network, such as the computers used by professors in their offices, the computers in academic buildings, or those in the library. Available printers are listed on each computer and are usually located in the same room or lab as the computer itself. When a document is sent to a printer under the current arrangement, it is stored in that printer's holding queue, and documents are generally printed in the order that they are received by the printer on a first-come, first-served basis.

Under the new arrangement, printing will be available anywhere on campus from a range of personal devices connected to the college Wi-Fi, including computers and laptops, phones, and tablets. The documents will be sent to a virtual holding queue that is similar to the queues for individual printers. However, this queue will be able to be accessed by any of the multifunctional printers/copiers on campus, and the documents stored within the virtual holding queue will be able to be accessed in any order.

To access documents from the virtual holding queue for printing, a student will have to scan their Titan Card at any of the multifunctional printers present around campus. Titan Cards will be integrated with student network accounts after the one-time registration process. The registration process is simple and involves scanning a Titan Card one time and then logging in one time with the student's Westminster email address and password. After the initial registration step, the Titan Card will just need to be scanned without logging in with an email and password.

Notably, if a student forgets their Titan Card, the print job will go directly to the computer that had access to a printer. The new printing solution will allow us to take advantage of our laziness. The fact that we can now print from any computer that has access to the network with our Titan Cards is incredibly simple and convenient. The new system will be extremely useful for those who choose to take advantage of it."

Potential use cases, as envisioned by LIS, paint a picture of a much more convenient and time-friendly printing solution for students. Before class, students will be able to print from their room in their residence hall, pass by any multifunctional printer/copier on the way to class, scan their Titan Card, which releases only their specific print job from the virtual holding queue, and retrieve their document. Through integration with the Microsoft Office software provided for by the school, students will also be able to print documents from Microsoft Office products by using OneDrive. Similarly, printing from a residence hall room, the document will be able to be retrieved from the virtual holding queue with a Titan Card scan. Documents can also be added to the queue directly from emails and email attachments.

The new printing arrangements may also include a list of all available multifunctional printers/copiers and their locations, and eventually a map displaying their locations as well.

Many members of the student body are happy to give their thoughts on the planned solutions to printing.

"Since I have been a student at Westminster, printing has been a chore. If I had a document on a personal computer that I composed for a class, I had to either email that document to myself, access it on another computer in a lab, and print it from there or copy the document onto a flash drive and walk it to the computer that had access to a printer. The new printing system will allow us to take advantage of our laziness. The fact that we can now print from any computer that has access to the network with our Titan Cards is incredibly simple and convenient. The new system will be extremely useful for those who choose to take advantage of it!"

Sorin Bucur gave his opinion as well.

"I am only as weak as the moon is every time she moves the sea - do not doubt that this storm brewing is merely an echo of me."
Some people are so afraid of failing that they never try anything at all. How about this one:

“Maybe tomorrow.”

“I just don’t have the time right now.”

“That’s not my style.”

“Who cares?”

There are countless other excuses we use about not trying new things that are too much.

“What if I fail?”

“All right, you fail.”

When you first pick yourself up, learn from your failures and try again.

(My apologies to Dr. Swerdlow for the graphic novel reference.)

Are we really afraid of failing at something or are we afraid we will succeed?

I think the fear of success is just as much a part of our inherent hesitation to reach for that brass ring as our fear of failing to grasp it.

Do not get me wrong. Every one of you had a moment that gave you the chance to do something and by coming to Westminster you took a risk. Many of the misunderstood are doing great things, and we see it every day on this campus. However, there are new challenges every day that may make that dream of grasping that degree in your hands seem far away.

College is meant to be difficult. If you are one of the few who think it is not, it is most likely not the right school for you. For the rest of us, the stress, the days that seem to go on forever, and the pressures of finding time to do it all are just a few of the challenges we all face.

We have reached the part of the semester where time is running out. There is much to do and not enough time to do it. It is the time where those nagging negative thoughts are prone to protrude.

What if you succeed?

Amazon is not going to hire you if you are really, really, really good at sales. If you are really, really, really good at marketing, they are going to hire you. What if you fail?

If you have not gotten the grade you wanted, then I see no further issues.

The true climax of this film comes not from the battle of New York, but from the moment that the student either wins or loses.

The true climax of this film is when her credentials are received, when she is asked to speak, when she is awarded her position, when she is given the opportunity to lead.

The true climax of this film comes from the moment that she realizes that she has nothing to prove.

The result is also the time when those nagging negative thoughts are prone to protrude.
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The Wednesday, March 13, two gunmen opened fire at the Real Brasil State School in Suzano, São Paulo, Brazil and killed eight people before killing themselves. They entered the school through the front office and immediately killed several teachers and students. The gunmen continued to cause terror in the whole school by carrying area and setting up fake bombs to scare students and teachers away.

Two days later on Friday, March 15, ten people were killed during two shootings in Christchurch, New Zealand and eight people were killed at a mall in Brazi. One out of pure hatred towards the Muslim community. Over 30 people were injured and trying to recover after the attack. The gunmen livestreamed the attacks on Facebook and left everyone horrified.

Both countries reiterated their gun policies and the response to the shootings. Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern has recently announced the ban on military-style automatic weapons and assault rifles.

Brazil's current president, Jair Bolsonaro, has been working on removing restrictions on firearms in Brazil ever since he was elected president. The shooting in Suzano, however, caused several government officials to meet and determine whether the new policies on guns would further damage commerce. John Oliver, the comedian, Bolsonaro argued that the school may have benefited if the teachers were allowed to carry firearms in school and stated that those that carried firearms would go through an intensive background check. Bolsonaro also expressed his condolences to the families involved with the attack and called the shooting a “senselessness and cowardice without comparison” on his Twitter account.

Contrasting Bolsonaro, Ardern claimed that there were no reasons for New Zealanders to be carrying those types of weapons around the country and made the decision to strengthen gun laws. She also emphasized the start of a buyback program to remove existing weapons from citizens and claimed that those who continue to own them beyond the return period is over will lose a $2,700 fine.

Survivors from both attacks on the bus along and told us to tell their story. John Ramos, a student at the Real Brasil State School, is currently in the hospital after his horrific injuries from the shooting.

“My son ran to the hospital with an ax hanging on his shoulders” said Ramos’ mother, Sandra Ramos. She is staying with him at the hospital until he is fully recovered and she insists that the survivors phone call she received on the day of the attack.

“My son plays basketball at school, so when I was told to go to the hospital to see him, I imagined it was because he turned his ankle or something,” said Ramos. “The hospital informed me of the shooting and I immediately thought he passed away.”

Latino hostel guests during the school’s lunch break and tried to run away with their friends, but one of the attackers threw an ax toward his right shoulder and he was going strong enough to run towards the closest hospital, which was one block from the school.

“When I went into the hospital and saw him, he cried and explained how the image of the attack was still in his head,” said Ramos. “He described it as war.”

Kevin Avisena, a 19-year-old survivor from the attack at the Al Noor mosque, was surprised that he was still alive after watching the livestream of the shooting. “I can’t describe what it was like on the phone call. But I couldn’t drive away because there were bodies in the ground,” said Avisena to the Washington Post. “It was a miracle that I was not shot. When I saw the video, I could not understand it.”

Ardern heard gunshots and new people running away but didn’t realize what was going on, until he saw the gunshots. He was triggered after trying to escape through a nearby window day to day to the amount of people trying to run over him, and only later was he able to stand up and look around the mosque. “Everyone around me was dead,” said Ardern.

Police were held for all of the victims of both shootings last week, but families and friends will forever remember the tragic event.
Pre-Law Trip to Washington, D.C.

Matthew Causer

Field trips come in all types and forms, but for several Westminster students of many different years and majors, their trip to the nation's capital was one that will not forget. The Westminster Pre-Law association sponsored its annual student trip to Washington D.C. On the trip students spent three days in the capital walking through the various sites and monuments. Most notably as part of the trip, several Westminster students toured the United States Capital building and were able to see a case argued before the United States Supreme Court. On the last day of the trip, the students were able to see each of the nine members of the Supreme Court question the different lawyers and argue the application of statutory law in the nation's highest court.

In one case, L.A.-based entrepreneur Jane Buckingham allegedly paid $500 to have someone take the ACT for her son while he took a practice ACT at home, according to the affidavit. "I'm gonna make him a kicker/punter and they're gonna walk him through with football, and I'll get a picture and figure out how to Photoshop and stuff, so it looks like it, and the guy who runs the biggest kicking camp is a good friend," she wrote in the affidavit.

USC at Center of Admissions Scandal

Dari/Gafety

The University of Southern California (USC) recently emerged at the center of a developing college admissions scandal that involved bribery, cheating and falsifying information that allowed students to fraudulently be admitted to the private research university.

According to the Supreme Court docket information, if the case could be considered "unambiguous," and thus, ripe for judicial interpretation. If allowed to stand, the Fourth Circuit's jurisdiction-stripping ruling would elevate those agencies identified in the Hobbs Act above even the Fourth Circuit's jurisdiction.

The university is conducting case-by-case reviews of current students and graduates possibly related to the scandal, while applicants in the current admissions process connected to the alleged scheme will be denied admission into USC, according to the Los Angeles Times.

The federal criminal charges relating to the admissions scandal targeted other renowned universities, including Stanford University, Yale University and Georgetown University, according to ABC News. However, no other school was implicated in the charges as much as USC.

The admissions scheme comes following a string of other recent scandals at USC. Then-President C.L. Max Nikias was forced to step down last summer amid reports of the university ignoring sexual abuse allegations against campus gynecologist Dr. George Tyndall, ABC News reported. Within the past two years, a USC medical school dean has also been accused of smoking methamphetamine with a woman he oversaw, and a USC assistant men's basketball coach pleaded guilty to charges relating to an FBI investigation of corruption in college basketball.
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The admissions scheme comes following a string of other recent scandals at USC. Then-President C.L. Max Nikias was forced to step down last summer amid reports of the university ignoring sexual abuse allegations against campus gynecologist Dr. George Tyndall, ABC News reported. Within the past two years, a USC medical school dean has also been accused of smoking methamphetamine with a woman he oversaw, and a USC assistant men's basketball coach pleaded guilty to charges relating to an FBI investigation of corruption in college basketball.

USC has announced several measures in reaction to the exposure of what is being called "the largest college admissions scandal ever prosecuted," the Los Angeles Times reported. USC interim President Wanda Austin released a letter to the campus community stating that the university has launched its own investigation into the scandal and is working to determine which donations were made to the institution as part of the bribe scheme.
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There's a Reason it was All Started by a Mouse

Chelsee E. Shirk

We should all stand for something. Do you ever see your favorite actor at a benefit or charity event and wonder how the celebrity got involved with said charity? It's easy to fall prey to believing the support is genuine just because the character they portray on TV is known for being heroic or doing something nice. There are many examples of this, but the scan of images associated with a kingdom for the animals. This is not only reflected in our theme of the park, but in our actions to continue helping animals whether living in our park or not. The biggest way in which we do this is by contributing to the Disney Wildlife Conservation Fund. The DWCF is amazing and I have quickly become attached to its cause.

The DWCF is a fund that began in 1989 in honor of Walt Disney. Walt grew up on a farm and his love for animals should be honored and preserved in our lives. You can have noticed the list of famous people who are often associated with famous animals. Bambi, Baloo, Pumbaa, and many more. (You can even name your own over 2000 unique real animals. Contributions go directly to research and animal support.

As Animal Kingdom Cast Members involved in sales, we are able to ask our scan guests if they would like to round up their change. Those that choose to support Disney make great contributions because only one penny of which we are able to ask our guests if they would like to round up their change. Those that choose to support Disney make great contributions because only one penny of which we are able to ask our guests if they would like to round up their change. Those that choose to support Disney make great contributions because only one...
On April 4-6, Dance Theater will perform their annual show on Orc Auditorium. The theme for this year’s show is “Beats,” and in it we can expect to see performances by 32 dancers. The show is directed by Dr. Anne Bentz and choreographed by Lauren Faber, who shares her excitement about the event and her plans for the performance.

Since 2001, Westminster College has delighted audiences with full scale operas and operettes in both fall and spring semesters. These performances have given students, faculty, and community members an opportunity to share their voices and passions for acting. This year, the opera will debut on March 30th under the direction of Dr. Bentz as “Opera Gone Wild”.

Anne Bentz Enters as “Opera Gone Wild”

“Opera Gone Wild” is comprised of multiple scenes that Dr. Bentz describes as “some type of crazy party type stuff.” In this particular show, you can expect to see a variety of styles. Ten cast members will shine on stage in jazz, hip hop, modern, contemporary lyrical, and musical theater. An impressive 32 dancers are involved in this year’s show, and many of them will be dancing in multiple different pieces throughout the show.

Bentz shared a little about the opera’s opening piece, which is entitled “in proper essay this way,” and very different from anything they've done before. This wouldn't give away any specific details, but she did say that the dance was inspired by Tedrick Hall, who is a famous Ted-Talker and dancer. When asked what they hope the final students who attend this Dance Theater show, Dr. Bentz shared many different reasons, but one important one she stated was to see how much talent there is involved. She believes that students should come out and enjoy the show. Students who have worked hard throughout the last year will be on an amazing performance for the community.

Dance Theater plans to attend “Operaw Wild” as a great opportunity to support friends and students of the Westminster community—we are lucky to have so much talent on our campus, and there are several opportunities to see them in the area throughout the summer as well. Bentz and faculty members Dr. John Bonomo and Dr. Jesse Mann believes that students should come out and support our fellow students as they display their dancing abilities and the hard work they’ve put into making this spectacular performance.

A Quiet Little Mountain Town and You

In addition, communications in a foreign language can be quite difficult. Students must learn the language, as well as the many cultural differences that exist. However, students often find that learning a new language is a great way to find relief from the everyday struggles of being a college student. Attending one of their shows could be just the opportunity that one is looking for a little while, and a chance to create new friendships said Faber.

The goal of Coon and Friends is to blow up on the stage and most especially good humor. The audience should expect beautiful music, lovely voices, fun and movement on the stage and most especially good humor. The audience should expect some moments that are very lighthearted and fun.

In the upcoming year, Westminster College offers a variety of opportunities for its students to explore. On April 4-6, Dance Theater will perform their annual show. Attendees of these shows could be the only one that a student may be working hard on a paper or studying for an exam. Make sure to come out and support our fellow students as they display their dancing abilities and the hard work they’ve put into making this spectacular performance. The show is on Thursday, April 4 and Friday, April 5. Campuses will begin at 7:40 p.m., and the show on Saturday, April 6 will be at 7:00 p.m. For more information, contact Dr. Anne Bentz at bentzah@westminster.edu.

---
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As the NFL season came to an end, sports fans start to transition their viewing interests from football to NCAA basketball as the regular season is coming to a close very soon. This means the beginning of conference tournament play, which will be followed up by the always very much anticipated 68-team single-elimination March Madness bracket. The craziness and excitement that surrounds this sport in the month of March is truly an American tradition. Filling out your bracket, analyzing what teams could be poised to go on a run, what teams may be early departures, and who every single one of us believes will be crowned the NCAA champion are all just a huge part of the bracket process.

Picking your bracket has always been a tradition for a lot of people and is definitely something that a lot of other people pride themselves in. Preparing your bracket accordingly, so your bracket is not essentially “bracket-busted” within the early stages of the tournament. Whether you are picking a bracket or not, it is just very enjoyable to watch and pay attention to the major storylines of the tournament. I reached out to a few Westminster students and was able to gather their opinions on the tournament and who they may be rooting for when the bracket is finally set. Senior Alex Kennedy is a huge fanatic of the tournament and is rooting for Duke. Kennedy says, “Duke has real NBA talent and are for very good poised for a run.” Duke is for sure a front runner coming into the tournaments with stars like Zion Williamson, RJ Barrett, and Cam Reddish. Though, young talented teams have failed in the tournament in the past like the 2013 Kentucky and 1991 Michigan basketball teams. Young NBA talent filled teams are always fun to watch, but have struggled in the past on the big stage. Sophomore Ben Romah had a different opinion on the tournament. Romah went on to say, “I really like Virginia in this tournament. They have great veteran leadership and are looking to avenge their performance last year.” To recap, Virginia was a one seed and went on to say, “I really like Virginia in this tournament. They have great veteran leadership and are looking to avenge their performance last year.” To recap, Virginia was a one seed and have struggled in the past on the big stage. Sophomore Ben Romah had a different opinion on the tournament. Romah went on to say, “I really like Virginia in this tournament. They have great veteran leadership and are looking to avenge their performance last year.”

Westminster College sophomore Selena Thomas (Farrell, PA / Farrell) was named the Presidents’ Athletic Conference (PAC) Women’s Track Athlete of the Week. Thomas finished third in the 100 (12.81) and fifth in the 200 (26.33) Saturday at the California (Pa.) Early Bird Invitational. Both times top the PAC record list. Thomas also anchored Westminster’s winning 4x100 relay (51.46). Her time in the 200 was the 10th fastest time in the country this year. Westminster is back on the field at Kenyon College with a non-conference doubleheader Saturday, March 23, starting at 1 p.m.

The tournament is slated to begin on March 19th with the first round of play in games immediately following Selection Sunday. It will continue throughout the month, and be concluded April 6th-8th in Minneapolis, MN. Last year’s tournament was won by Villanova, it should be very interesting to see who will be crowned this year’s winner. I hope everyone enjoys this year’s tournament and wish the best of luck to everyone participating in putting together brackets!
**WEEKLY VIBES**

**ARIES**
There are those who are addicted to the hustle, as though being busy automatically makes someone a better person. Hustle is valuable only if it's for a meaningful purpose. So, what is the purpose? This is the question to put to the heart of every activity this week.

**GEMINI**
Would you rather go far or go shallow? It really doesn't matter in which direction the error falls, both ways are missing the mark. And all of the glory comes from hitting the mark. Concentration is key. This can happen only when you're relaxed. Also, this is going to take practice. Expect to try and try again.

**LEO**
Though you don't usually expect people to automatically understand what you do or how the interaction should go, this week it will be especially important to explain. You’ll feel like an entertainer at a child’s birthday party. “I’ve secret numbers like 11.” Let them know, so remember. The secret number is 11.

**LIBRA**
Other people have bigger problems than yours, but it doesn’t mean that your issues aren’t important. They are, in fact, the only ones you’re in charge of. So take on your troubles without apology or comparison. If you can manage to be your own No. 1 team member and fan, you’ll love how that plays out.

**SAGITTARIUS**
How can one person know what’s good for all the others? Yet most people have their own ideas of good and bad and get inflamed by anyone who doesn’t align. You’re realistic about this. This week, you realize that curiosity, tolerance and the pursuit of understanding will take you much further than judgment.

**AQUARIUS**
You put yourself in a position to walk among top minds, be a part of fascinating discussions and contribute to meaningful projects. You’re listening carefully. You need to be made. This wasn’t obvious to you before, but a vision comes together for you this week. You’ll garner insights about yourself and impress someone else, too.

---

**TAURUS**
What you thought was a solid plan is just not very exciting to you right now. Part of the problem is that you’re in between role models. Some are outgrown. Some still follow from grace. So seek new influences. To reignite your motivation, you’ll need a spark of inspiration from people you admire.

**CANCER**
Two parts of your life that are usually, for one reason or another, quite separated will intersect this week. It may be a little big. You don’t really think about how you’re different in various contexts of your life, but this will be interesting. Your game interests about yourself and impress someone else, too.

**VIRGO**
It’s a good week to skip the eliminations or anything to do with purging yourself up to convince yourself that you’re fantastic. You know who doesn’t think much about self-esteem? People who have plenty of it. Get busy. Being so involved in your thing that you lose yourself is the most direct path to knowing your value.

**SCORPIO**
Oddly enough, self-reflection often doesn’t lead to self-discovery. If you want to get to know yourself better, do more things. Interact with different kinds of people. Throw yourself into strange mixes. This will either teach you who you are or help you turn yourself into the person you want to be.

**CAPRICORN**
This week you come across to other people and, to understand the impact you have on them requires not only self-awareness but empathy. The more you’re particularly good at putting yourself in the other person’s shoes, and it’s how you’re able to deliver what’s most needed. Enjoy success all around!

---
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**CROSSWORD SOLUTIONS ON PAGE A3**

**SUDOKU PUZZLE ON PAGE B2**

**WEEKLY BREAK**

**Happy Birthday**

---

**ACROSS**
1. A Miller born July 4
2. Wedding milieu
3. Tartie
4. Wristlet
5. A Simon born July 4
6. Ms. Bombeck
7. Kentucky campus
8. Camp abode
9. Above out of place
10. Songwriter born July 4
11. Kreisley grass
12. Postfix with cycle
13. Querul
14. Carter, of Gimme a Break
15. City
16. Punch liquor
17. Rod
18. C.F. and Hank
19. C.P.
20. Songwriter born July 4
21. Asian capital
22. Kuwait bigwig
23. Ms. Bombeck
24. A Simon born July 4
25. Totter
26. Actor Blades
27. Zola
28. Actor Tatum
29. Building adjunct
30. Greene, of
31. Bone
32. March 15, 2015
33. Wicked
34. Hammer part
35. “It takes a ___ livin’ . . .”
36. Puff the Magic Dragon
37. Bribe of a kind
38. Ed, of
39. Columnist born July 4
40. Patzine
41. Don, of Easy Street
42. Scrooge’s no.
43. ___ say more?
44. A jumping place
45. Mollz Mr.
46. ___ girl
47. Gambling cubes
48. Mainz Mr.
49. Luau garland
50. Shade of white
51. Vow
52. Style of Indian music
53. Foray
54. Shade of white
55. Upper crust
56. Steak and ___ pie
57. Foray
58. Style of Indian music
59. Foray
60. Yearn
61. Miss Scarlett
62. Miss Scarlett
63. Jolson and Michaels
64. In a bit
65. Miss Scarlett
66. In a bit
67. Jolson and Michaels
68. Miss Scarlett
69. Miss Scarlett

**DOWN**
1. Fairy queen
2. March 15, e.g.
3. Wrongful act
4. Like a horror show
5. “It takes a ___ livin’ . . .”
6. Feed the kitty
7. Hammer part
8. Wicked
9. Frank/Singer John
10. Tranquility
11. Stokes, Gardner
12. Kuwait bigwig
13. Race at night
14. Asian capital
15. Word on the sidelines
16. El Madrid museum
17. Actor Badzil
17. Zola
18. Building abode
19. Rosenbery’s baby author
20. Burmese elephant
21. Greene, of Bonanza
22. Crew
23. Ed, of Lou Grant
24. Bible of a kind
25. Gun for Capone
26. Sheet, abbr.
27. Steak and ___ pie
28. Corky and Gump
29. Upper crust
30. ___ say more?
31. A Lolabrigida born July 4
32. Salvation, of baseball
33. Tom
34. Meadon
35. Foy
36. Style of Indian music
37. Shell
38. A Biewer born July 4
39. Jolson and Michaels

---

**B4**

---

---